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Second Request for Public Comments on U.S. Department of Justice Consent Decree Review
VIA EMAIL
Chief, Litigation III Section
Antitrust Division
U.S. Department of Justice
450 5th Street NW, Suite 400
Washington, DC 20001
ASCAP-BMI-decree-review@usdoj.gov

RE: Comments by Peermusic
Submitted in Response to US Justice Department Antitrust Division
Request for Comments on PRO Licensing of Jointly Owned Works

To Whom It May Concern:

Peermusic welcomes the opportunity to respond to the September 22, 2015 request by the Antitrust Division for comments and information relevant to the questions posed therein.

Peermusic is the trade name for a group of music publishing designees under common family ownership since the company’s establishment in 1928. Today Peermusic has 32 offices worldwide and represents thousands of composers and a catalogue of over 100,000 works. Peermusic is uniquely situated among those providing comments in response to the Antitrust Division’s request as Peermusic has licensed compositions with ASCAP continually since 1933, and was the first publisher to provide rights in an existing catalogue of standards to BMI when it was founded in 1940. The following comments are based on our internal review of 75 years of contracts, correspondence and dealings between Peermusic, on the one hand, and ASCAP, BMI and songwriters on the other hand, during which period of time it has been unequivocally established that Performing Rights Organizations (“PROs”) have been and must continue to license the right to publicly perform compositions on a fractional basis.

1. Historically ASCAP and BMI Licenses Have Permitted Users the Right to Play those Works in Each PRO’s Respective Repertory Only to the Extent of Each
Affiliated Copyright Owner’s (Publisher’s) Fractional Rights in the Underlying Musical Compositions.

a. Before Fractional Interests Became an Issue

As of the establishment of BMI in 1939 and at the time the ASCAP Consent Decree was entered into in 1941, the question as to whether a PRO had the right to license all or only its fractional interest in a co-written composition was not an issue. While BMI’s long-term goals certainly included growing the ranks of its affiliated songwriters, its immediate objective in 1939 was to acquire control over the right to license the public performance rights in musical compositions previously licensed to ASCAP. During BMI’s formative years ASCAP’s roster of affiliated writers outnumbered BMI’s roster by a substantial margin, and instances of co-writers affiliated with different PROs were rare.

Peermusic founder Ralph S. Peer was soon faced with the commercial and creative implications of these rare instances of co-writers affiliated with different PROs. In 1943, Ralph Peer wrote to BMI expressing concern about the paucity of BMI writers who were creatively qualified to compose lyrics with Latin music songwriters signed to his new BMI-affiliated entity, Peer International Corporation, and expressed his need to rely on seasoned ASCAP lyric writers who were signed to his ASCAP affiliate, Southern Music Publishing Co., Inc. At the same time, Ralph Peer also communicated to BMI the need to ensure that each PRO would remunerate its respective affiliated writers for performances of compositions resulting from collaborations between BMI songwriters and ASCAP lyricists. Ralph Peer’s clear position was that a user of a composition jointly authored by an ASCAP writer and a BMI writer should be obligated to secure licenses from both ASCAP and BMI.

At that time neither ASCAP nor BMI had any intention of licensing for public performance 100% of a composition that was co-written by authors affiliated with different PROs. To the contrary, both ASCAP and BMI encouraged their respective affiliated writers to write either alone or to collaborate solely with other writers affiliated with the same PRO. If either ASCAP or BMI had intended to implement a policy of
licensing 100% of a composition co-written by writers with different PRO affiliations, the encouragement of solo writing or co-writing only with the PRO’s own affiliates would not have been necessary.

b. Failure to Pay in Respect of Non-Wholly Controlled Works
In 1955 ASCAP officially declared that it would refuse to allocate performance credits to compositions composed in part with non-members of ASCAP. BMI had the same policy in effect. The result of these parallel approaches was that neither of those PROs would recognize partially controlled compositions in either of their respective repertories. From the perspective of those two PROs, any reference in the Consent Decrees to “musical works”, “compositions”, or “repertory” would have been understood at that time to refer only to compositions solely written or co-written by its own affiliated songwriters, as compositions co-written by members of different PROs were not part of either PRO’s repertory.

Upon reviewing this 1955 ASCAP regulation, Ralph Peer concluded with some dismay that neither fractional nor full-work licensing would be the rule. Even though collaborations between members of the two different PROs were becoming more frequent, it appeared no one would be paid for the public performance of the compositions resulting from such collaborations. Since ASCAP writers would not be paid on collaborations with BMI writers, Ralph Peer adopted a practice of encouraging only collaborations between those co-writers who were all affiliated with the same PRO. In Ralph Peer’s opinion, however, this practice led to a decrease in the quality of the resulting compositions, to the detriment of the listening public.

c. Acknowledgment of Shared Rights
In the 1970s the PROs began to acknowledge compositions co-written by members of different PROs as part of their respective repertories and initially the PROs only did so on a temporary and strictly fractional basis. In ASCAP’s June 9, 1971 “Collaboration Regulation” notice to its members (including Southern Music Publishing Co., Inc.), ASCAP for the first time agreed that its repertory would thereafter include “works written
in collaboration between an ASCAP and a BMI writer….” Although this is ASCAP’s first reference to including such compositions in its repertory, the suggestion remained that ASCAP was not yet prepared to abandon the position that its repertory must ultimately be 100% controlled: the circular went on to stipulate that compositions co-written by BMI members would be admitted into the ASCAP repertory only “if (1) the BMI writer’s affiliation agreement with BMI has a year or less to run, and (2) the BMI writer agrees that within one year he will become a member of [ASCAP] and place his interest in the work with an ASCAP publisher at his earliest opportunity."

Before fractional licensing became the industry norm, both ASCAP and BMI were focused on obtaining the right to license 100% of each composition in their respective repertories. This position ultimately gave way under pressure from publishers, songwriters, and market forces; fractional licensing and accounting then became the standard, replacing what by then had become the fiction of 100% repertory control. Since the time of its implementation, fractional licensing has been and should continue to be the industry norm, as Peermusic has maintained since the establishment of BMI. Only by continuing the industry practice of fractional licensing will writers be able to co-write the best compositions possible with whomever they desire while ensuring all writers are compensated for their creations.

2. Blanket Licenses Issued by ASCAP and BMI Grant the User the Right to Publicly Perform Such PRO’s Fractional Interest in Each Composition in the Relevant PRO’s Repertory.

It is the widespread present practice of the PROs to grant to users the performance rights in and to only the fractional interest of a composition the rights to which such PRO has obtained. Those who perform compositions under blanket licenses obtain such licenses from all of the PROs that have fractional interests in the compositions performed. In practice, these users obtain licenses from ASCAP, BMI, SESAC and maybe even the newly founded Global Music Rights. This process is a simple way to ensure nearly all songwriters and publishers are paid in respect of the performance of their compositions.
As discussed below, generally speaking, PROs obtain from their affiliates the right to license to third parties only the fractional interest in each composition which is attributable to the writer’s fractional collaborative contribution to the composition concerned and which is owned or controlled by the publisher affiliate.

a. Copyright and Contract Law Principles
Fractional licensing has become the industry norm and is also supported by principles of contract law and copyright law as well as the language contained in the ASCAP and BMI Consent Decrees.

Co-written compositions typically qualify as “joint works” under U.S. copyright law. 17 U.S.C. §101 defines a “joint work” as “a work prepared by two or more authors with the intention that their contributions be merged into inseparable or interdependent parts of a unitary whole.” Copyright in a joint work vests initially in the co-authors of such a work and unless there is an agreement to the contrary, each author owns the work in equal shares. Each of the co-authors has the right to grant non-exclusive licenses to use the work without the consent of the other co-authors as long as the co-author granting such rights pays to the other co-authors their proportionate share(s) of any monies received from such non-exclusive licensing. Each co-author also has the right to transfer the copyright in its fractional share of the composition to a third party (for example, to a publisher, like Peermusic).

When compositions are jointly written, it is industry custom and practice for the co-authors to complete a “splits sheet”. A “splits sheet” is a short-form agreement that sets forth the percentage ownership of the composition between the co-writers (as compositions are not always owned in equal shares between the co-writers) and typically contains a provision that provides that each co-writer can only license his or her fractional share in the composition. When this type of provision is contained in a “splits sheet” relating to a particular composition, each co-writer is foreclosed from licensing the entire composition to a third party, even on a non-exclusive basis. Prominent co-writers will typically enter
into co-publishing/co-administration agreements providing that each collaborator will only license his or her contributory fractional share of a composition.

Although absent an agreement described in the immediately preceding paragraph, a copyright owner has the right to grant a non-exclusive license (including a performing rights license) to use the entirety of a composition, the PROs do not have this right. PROs are not copyright owners; they are merely non-exclusive licensees of the copyright owners and as such they do not have the ability to grant licenses for an entire composition, unless explicitly licensed by all of the co-authors (or co-owners) of a composition. Even if PROs were able to license the entirety of a composition as a co-owner has the right to do, PROs would violate copyright law in respect of any fractionally controlled composition were they to do so. Copyright law requires that the licensor remit fractional payment the licensing fees to co-writers but PROs can only make payments to their members. Thus a PRO’s inability to make payment to a co-author of a composition would be a violation of the “whole-work” licensing scheme set forth in U.S. copyright law.

Additionally, when a writer transfers a copyright interest in and to a composition to a publisher, such a grant is exclusive and therefore does not qualify under the legal principles governing full-work licensing, which allow only for non-exclusive licenses covering the entirety of the work. In other words, a writer cannot transfer any rights to a greater percentage than the percentage of the composition which the co-writer in question owns. Therefore, a publisher cannot acquire from a single co-author the right to grant licenses for the whole composition, and a publisher cannot grant to a PRO the right to license a greater percentage of a composition than the percentage such publisher owns.

b. Consent Decrees Give Preference to Fractional over Full-Work Licensing.
As discussed above, since inception, neither ASCAP nor BMI has granted performance licenses in respect of compositions (or portions of compositions) they do not control, except in temporary situations where a writer moves from one PRO to another. Any permitted reliance on full-work licensing is only temporary, until fractional licensing
could be re-established in each case. The language contained in the ASCAP and BMI Consent Decrees lends further support to this understanding.

The ASCAP Consent Decree states (emphasis added):

“…any writer or publisher member who resigns from ASCAP and whose works continue to be licensed by ASCAP by reason of the continued membership of a co-writer, writer or publisher of any such works, may elect to continue receiving distribution for such works on the same basis and with the same elections as a member would have, so long as the resigning member does not license the works to any other performing rights licensing organization for performance in the United States.”

The text of this provision is clearly based on the understanding that co-owners of a composition are to receive fractional distributions in respect of revenues allocable to such a jointly owned composition. Further, full-work licensing is permitted in respect of a departing member’s share in such composition, but solely to the extent the departing share is not fractionally assigned elsewhere. Once the free-floating fractional share is assigned to another PRO, any interim full-work licensing must give way to fractional licensing and accounting. Since ASCAP stops paying royalties to writers or publishers when such writer or publisher withdraws from ASCAP and takes its fractional interest in a composition to another PRO, it follows that ASCAP no longer has the right to license such fractional interest of the applicable composition. If ASCAP did have such rights, it would make payments in respect of such rights.

The BMI Consent Decree states (emphasis added):

“Upon termination…of any contract with a writer or publisher relating to the licensing of the right publicly to perform any musical composition, defendant shall continue to pay for performances of
the musical compositions of such writer or publisher licensed by defendant upon the basis of the current performance rates generally paid by defendant to writers and publishers for similar performances of similar compositions for so long as such performing rights are not otherwise licensed.”

Just as is the case with ASCAP, full-work licensing by BMI is permitted in respect of a departing member’s share in a composition, but solely to the extent the performing rights in the departing share are not licensed otherwise. Once they are so otherwise licensed, BMI’s obligation to make payments in respect of such fractional share ceases, showing that BMI no longer has the rights to the fractional share in question.

Although the portions of the Consent Decrees cited above do not directly apply to compositions fractionally licensed directly by the withdrawing member, these provisions do not address direct licensing; they address the treatment of departing members. Where the Consent Decrees address direct licensing, deference to individual fractional licensing is clear.

Section IV(B) of the ASCAP Consent Decree gives its members the right to enter into direct, fractional licenses with music users by enjoining and restraining ASCAP from “[l]imiting, restricting, or interfering with the right of any member to issue, directly or through an agent other than a performing rights organization, non-exclusive licenses to music users for rights of public performance.” If ASCAP were to issue preemptive full-work licenses to all interested users, ASCAP would render its members’ direct licensing rights meaningless by “limiting, restricting, or interfering” with the members’ rights to issue such direct licenses.

Section IV(A) of the BMI Consent Decree enjoins and restrains BMI from “[f]ailing to grant permission, on the written request of all writers and publishers of a musical composition including the copyright proprietor thereof, allowing such persons to issue to a music user [a license]…permitting the making of specified performances of such musical
composition by such music user directly to the public” (emphasis added). This provision requires the consent of all BMI-affiliated co-authors prior to the issuance of a direct license, an explicit endorsement of the principle that all co-owners must agree to the disposition of their rights of public performance.


Instead of applying a novel reading to the various references to “all works” in the PROs’ “repertories” and the numerous variants and synonyms thereof, a reading that contradicts decades of commercial practice by all parties and contradicts otherwise clear provisions of the Consent Decrees, we believe it makes more sense to read these references as clear expressions of the principles of section IV.F of the ASCAP Consent Decree and section X.A of the BMI Consent Decree. Using nearly identical wording, these sections of the Decrees forbid the PROs from excluding select compositions from licenses granted, where such an exclusion is made in order to “exact additional consideration for the performance thereof.” These sections describe various exceptions in which it would be deemed reasonable to withhold certain compositions from licenses, but the general rule is clear: the PROs cannot hold “hits” hostage for higher fees. Although there are references in these sections to “entire repertory,” “some, any, or all,” “all of the works” etc., these references can only be read in support of the clearly expressed principle of section IV.F and section X.A. We cannot see any reason to read these references instead in support of the principle of full-work licensing, a principle nowhere clearly expressed in either judgment.

The plain language of the Consent Decrees, when read in conjunction with an understanding of how contract law and copyright law work in this area, and the practice of the industry as a whole, indicate that the PROs do not have the right to license full compositions except in very limited circumstances. Neither the ASCAP Consent Decree nor the BMI Consent Decree explicitly expresses support of a general policy of full-work licensing. Under the Consent Decrees, full-work licensing is only addressed (and permitted) in the limited circumstance of a withdrawing member. Further, a general policy of full-work licensing would nullify the right of a PRO member to grant direct
performance licenses. Therefore, blanket licenses issued by ASCAP and BMI presently (and should continue to) allow users to perform the fractional interest in compositions to which the PRO in question has rights.

3. We Are Not Aware of Any Instances in Which a User who Entered a License with Only One PRO was Subject to a Copyright Infringement Action by Another PRO or Rightsholder.

4. If it is Assumed that the Consent Decrees Currently Require ASCAP and BMI to Offer Full-Work Licenses, the Consent Decrees Should be Modified to Require ASCAP and BMI to Offer Licenses that Require Users to Obtain Licenses from All Joint Owners of a Composition.

It is not our understanding that the Consent Decrees currently require ASCAP and BMI to offer full-work licenses; please see our discussion in section 2 above. However, if we do assume solely for the purpose of responding to this question, that the Consent Decrees presently do require ASCAP and BMI to offer full-work licenses, we would certainly advocate for their amendment to require users to obtain performance licenses from all joint owners of a composition.

We are certain that many of our fellow stakeholders – publishers, songwriters, and their various representatives – have called attention to the drastic and deleterious effects on the market that would ensue if the Consent Decrees were deemed to require full-work licensing, but Peermusic would respectfully call your attention to some results that we think would cause particular harm to a global independent publisher and the songwriters it represents.

a. Inequitable Results of Full-Work Licensing

Full-work licensing would lead to inequitable results between major publishers and independent publishers. As we have seen in the recent Pandora rate court proceedings, the licensing rates for ASCAP and BMI can vary. If ASCAP and BMI were expressly
permitted to grant full-work licenses, music users would simply obtain blanket licenses from the PRO with the lower rate. Such users would be entitled to perform those compositions wholly controlled by the relevant PRO in addition to those compositions that are only partially controlled by such PRO. The users would only have to obtain licenses at the higher rate for those compositions in which the PRO granting the blanket license has no interest. While the major publishers may have the market share to withdraw entirely from the PROs and/or enter into licenses directly with music users at higher rates, individual songwriters as well as independent music publishers, like Peermusic, would not have this ability. The value of individual songwriters’ and independent music publishers’ performing rights (and overall catalogues) would be decreased severely. Further, independent publishers would no longer be in a competitive position to sign new writers or grow their catalogues.

b. Implications for Co-Writing
The process of writing a hit song has changed drastically since the days of Ralph Peer’s early roster. While co-written works then were rare, it is safe to say that virtually all of today’s hits are the result of collaboration. In 2014, 93 of the top 100 compositions were written by two or more songwriters and 68 of such compositions were registered with more than one PRO. These numbers reflect the team-oriented practices of today’s professional songwriters. Producers have stables of writers specifically hired to collaborate with today’s top performers. It is not uncommon for four, five, six, or more writers to appear on the label credits sharing authorship of a popular composition.

Collaborative team songwriting between co-writers affiliated with different PROs in the wake of any mandatory full-work public performance licensing would be severely destabilized. Songwriters would face strong artificial incentives to work solely with members of their own PROs to avoid the risk of forfeiting control over the flow of critical revenues and this could potentially stifle creativity. Writers would face artificial pressure to consolidate their rights in a single music publisher (likely the major publisher associated with the producer and artist) in an attempt to try to centralize what would otherwise be chaotic lines of accountability and payments. PRO choice would disappear for all but the
most established writers. Songwriters’ freedom to contract with publishers of their choice would be limited and competition among publishers would be restricted.

Mandatory full-work licensing would damage the songwriting market, interfere with contracts between songwriters and publishers, eliminate the efficiencies of co-administration agreements among writers, and artificially reduce competition among publishers. As an independent publisher seeking to place promising talent in writing rooms, Peermusic and its songwriters would suffer particular harm if fractional licensing were suddenly no longer the rule.

c. International Issues
Peermusic is a global publisher with numerous songwriters affiliated with performing rights societies outside the United States, as well as a subpublisher in the United States representing a wide range of ex-U.S. repertoire. If whole-work licensing were implemented via the ASCAP and BMI Consent Decrees, Peermusic could potentially be in violation of copyright laws, societal regulations, and industry norms outside the United States. Registering the compositions of foreign writers or subpublished catalogues with PROs operating under mandatory whole-work licensing would upend our contractual obligations to license only the rights explicitly conveyed to us. Peermusic’s ability to arrange co-writing opportunities among our U.S. and ex-U.S. writers – often very successful collaborations, and common in the industry – would be severely complicated at best, and perhaps curtailed altogether.

These are only some of the many unintended and harmful consequences that would result from revising the Consent Decrees to require whole-work licensing of public performance rights. It is our position that the current market, operating on a fractional licensing basis, is efficient, uncomplicated, and supportive of collaboration among songwriters. Requiring or permitting the PROs to issue whole-work licenses would injure the public performance market, lead to chaos and uncertainty in the overall valuation of such rights, create opacity and confusion in respect of accounting practices, increase the PROs’ and publishers’ cost of doing business, and potentially give rise to litigation.
5. With Respect to Modifying the Consent Decrees to Permit ASCAP and BMI to Accept Partial Grants From Music Publishers Under Which the PROs Can License a Publisher’s Rights to Some Users but Not to Others, Please See Peermusic’s Comments Filed on August 6, 2014.

6. Conclusion

History, industry custom and practice, copyright law, contract law, the text of the Consent Decrees, the climate of the performing rights marketplace, the co-writing system, and the status of international laws and procedures all indicate that maintaining the practice of fractional licensing of public performance rights (and perhaps including in the Consent Decrees an even clearer statement requiring such fractional licensing) is in the best interest of the songwriting and publishing communities. Thank you very much for the opportunity to provide these comments.

Sincerely,

PEERMUSIC
Timothy A. Cohan, Esq.
Senior Vice President, Legal and Business Affairs

Counsel to Peermusic
Lapidus, Root, & Sacharow, LLP
Henry W. Root
Kelly Vallon
November 3, 2015

Chief, Litigation III Section
Antitrust Division
U.S. Department of Justice
450 5th Street NW, Suite 4000
Washington, DC 20001

Re: Second Request for Public Comments on U.S. Department of Justice Consent Decree Review

To Whom It May Concern:

My name is Todd Brabec, and my extensive career in the music publishing industry includes positions as Executive Vice President and Worldwide Director of Membership for American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers (“ASCAP”), Adjunct Professor at the University of Southern California where I teach a course on Music Publishing, Music Licensing and film, television and videogame scoring and song contracts, and author of the award-winning “Music, Money and Success: the Insiders Guide to Making Money in the Music Business.” In addition, I am a former Governing Committee member, Music Chair and Budget Chair for the ABA Forum on the Entertainment and Sports Industries and the recipient of the Deems Taylor Award for Excellence in Music Journalism, the Educational Leadership Award from the Music & Entertainment Industry Educators Association and the Texas Star Award from the Entertainment and Sports Section of the State Bar of Texas for significant contributions to the practice of entertainment law. During my thirty-seven year career at ASCAP, I was responsible for signing many of ASCAP’s most successful songwriters and composers; was in charge of all Membership operations; oversaw most major writer and publisher membership and affiliation changes; and implemented many changes in ASCAP’s distribution and payment rules and practices.

Performance rights for musical compositions in the United States are primarily licensed by three Performance Rights Organizations (“PRO”) - ASCAP, BMI, and SESAC. Songwriters, composers, and music publishers affiliate with or join ASCAP, BMI, or SESAC with the purpose of allowing the PRO to license their composition to users and to receive payment for performances outside of the United States through reciprocal agreements with PROs in other territories.

Creators may choose to affiliate with or join a particular PRO for a number of reasons, as discussed below, but, during the songwriting process, most songwriters at some point create musical works with a songwriter who belongs to a different PRO, resulting in a “split work” that is represented by more than one PRO. As the vast majority of split works are ASCAP and BMI co-written compositions, these comments will primarily address those two PROs, although they are certainly applicable to split works created by songwriters belonging to any of the PROs.
Each PRO Has a Unique Business Structure and Offers Creators Distinct Benefits

Since their inception in 1914 and 1939, respectively, ASCAP and BMI have been entirely different in nearly every aspect of their operations. These PROs have, and continue to have, different payment methodologies, payment formulas, and royalty categories, both for category of use (theme, score, visual vocal, jingle, audio-only performance, etc) and category of user (radio, television, live performance venue, theme park, streaming service, background music service, etc.). Each PRO uses different membership or affiliation agreements, which contain, among other things, 1) different resignation/termination rules and procedures, 2) withdrawal of works provisions, 3) royalty payment systems, 4) allocation of revenue procedures, 5) dispute resolution practices, 6) bonus and rewards practices, 7) change of payment procedures. These distinguishing factors are discussed in more detail below.

In fact, the only general similarities between ASCAP and BMI are their overall role in negotiating license agreements for the use of their writers’ and publishers’ works, collecting license fees attributable to those agreements, and then distributing royalties to their writer and publisher members and affiliates.

The above differences are among the many factors that a writer or publisher considers when choosing which PRO to affiliate with or join to represent their creative works. Creators may, in fact, switch from one PRO to another during their careers based on these very same differences, taking into consideration factors involving the PRO business models, including which model will allow them to generate the most income from their works in the short term or throughout the life of their copyrights, which model has proved successful for their co-writers, or which model offers certain other benefits and incentives, such as advances, loans, or guarantees.

In some cases, the difference between an ASCAP and BMI affiliation or membership can represent hundreds of thousands of dollars. Throughout my career, I have advised writers regarding the potential benefits and pitfalls of affiliating with or joining a particular PRO. An additional complicating aspect is that many songwriters also have co-publishing deals with other publishers or own their publishing 100%. The publishing company where they place their works must be associated with the particular PRO they join or affiliate with as a writer. Consequently anything that affects their writer share will similarly affect their publisher share in any split work situation. The following, which were briefly mentioned above, provide some examples of considerations writers must take into account when choosing a PRO.

Royalty Payments and Computations

Royalty payments and calculations across different licensees and type of use differ drastically between ASCAP and BMI.

Radio

The basic starting point for a radio performance royalty is the particular license fee of the station. For any successful song, the license fee is only a starting point—whether it's a current hit,
a hit song from years past, a “standard” (a song with a long history of performances), a popular holiday song, an album cut or a song receiving its first and only performance. In addition to the basic radio performance royalty (which is calculated differently by ASCAP and BMI), the PROs offer “bonus/success” payments for performances of successful songs; however, these payments are vastly different depending on whether a writer is affiliated with or a member of ASCAP or BMI.

**Bonus Payments**

- ASCAP pays bonus monies based on the popularity of a song in a given quarter. Each quarter, performance thresholds are set for songs in various genres with additional royalties being given to songs reaching these thresholds. The threshold levels are different for each radio genre and the amount of bonus payments are also different for success in each genre. For example, a country song might have a threshold of 2,500 quarterly performance credits to receive a bonus (“Premium”) whereas a Latin song might have a minimum threshold of 1,000 credits. Each genre also has multiple performance thresholds where as the song reaches the higher thresholds, the bonus/add on monies increase.

- The bonus factor represents a significant portion of the earnings for any hit song, many times representing between 30% to well over 60% in some cases of the writer and publisher total distribution.

- BMI, on the other hand, has an entirely different radio bonus payment system. Under the BMI system a song receives its basic performance royalty for all performances in a quarter until the song reaches 95,000 performances. At that point, the writer will receive a “hit song” bonus, which increases as the song achieves higher performance levels. The “hit song” bonus can easily range between 30% to 70% of the final writer and publisher payment during a song’s chart activity period.

- BMI also offers an additional “Standards” bonus, which applies to any BMI song that has reached 2.5 million performances from the date of its first performance. For these works, a writer receives additional payments for all radio performance of that song. In contrast, ASCAP has no such “Standards” bonus, so the ASCAP writer and publisher in a split work situation for this type of work would only receive regular radio royalty payments with no additional bonus.

These two very different “success on radio” payment systems have produced significant differences in royalties for split works. Throughout my career, I have yet to see a split work situation that has produced equal royalties for radio performances for the work’s co-writers. To provide just two examples of the effects of these systems for writers affiliated with different PROs, a split work could hit a bonus threshold at ASCAP and receive significant additional
royalties whereas the same work at BMI may not reach 95,000 performances and receive no bonus. However, a split work reaching 250,000 performances in the BMI system could generate a substantial bonus payment whereas the same work might reach a lower quarterly threshold with a much lower bonus payment at ASCAP resulting in a substantial difference in payments to writers of the same song for the same performances.

**Television**

ASCAP and BMI payment structures for television performances are even more dramatic and complex than those for radio performances. The primary types of music on television are theme songs, background music/score and “feature performances” (visual vocals or instrumentals/the performance on camera of songs). The ASCAP and BMI definitions for these types of uses are similar. From that point on, however, the payment rules and actual payments are completely different.

**Time of Day versus Audience Measurement**

- For ASCAP, one of the primary factors affecting royalties in television (both cable and broadcast) is the “Time-of-Day” factor, which differentiates between performances based on the time of day during which they occur. Performances occurring during “primetime” (7pm-12:59am) receive 100% crediting, while performances occurring in the afternoon (1pm-6:59pm) are reduced to 75% of the primetime royalty rate. Finally, performances of works on morning shows (7am-12:59pm) are reduced to 50% of the primetime rate while overnight performances (1am-6:59am) receive only 25% of the primetime rate.

- In contrast, BMI does not use the “Time-of-Day” or similar factors in their royalty calculations. The primary factor in BMI’s calculations is the audience measurement of the show, which considers the number of people viewing the performance. For example, a very popular morning show might generate significantly higher royalties for a BMI writer than an ASCAP writer whose royalties would not be based on the size of the audience watching, but rather reduced under the morning royalty rate.

**Duration of the Use**

- At ASCAP, the duration of the use is only taken into account for feature performances up to 2 minutes in duration and for all background music/score. For songs with a substantial past history of performances (“Qualifying Works”), writers and publishers receive full payment when the Qualifying Work is used as a feature performance, regardless of the duration up to one minute (for example, a 5 second use would be paid the same as a 60 second use). All other types of short duration performances are paid on a pro-rata basis. However, duration of performance is not a payment factor for theme songs- a short theme is paid the same as a long theme- nor is it a factor for music used in advertising commercials.
• At BMI, the duration of the use is a royalty factor for every primary type of television royalty calculation (feature performances, theme songs and background music). As opposed to ASCAP which pays only up to 2 minutes of use for a feature performance, BMI continues to pay for the full use regardless of how long it is. For any performances over 2 minutes, a writer or publisher affiliated with BMI could, depending on the royalty calculation starting point, significantly out earn his co-writer for the same use of the split work.

**Multiple Uses of the Same Song in a Television Program:**

• ASCAP has substantial royalty reductions for multiple uses of the same composition in the same program.

• BMI has no such reductions and pays fully on all uses of a song.

**Bonus/Premium Payments:**

• ASCAP has a bonus/"Premium" system which adds extra royalties to theme songs, underscore and feature performances which are included in shows with a high Nielsen rating. Multiple tier levels of Nielsen ratings are set each quarter with increased royalties given depending on which Nielsen ratings tier a show reaches. Shows below these tiers receive the standard royalty rates paid to all writers and publishers. For successful shows, the add-on monies can be substantial.

• BMI, on the other hand, pays based on the four factors of license fee, type of use (feature, score, theme, etc.), audience measurement/viewership of the show and duration of the use with additional bonus monies paid for visual and background vocals and visual instrumentals with a duration of one minute or longer. In addition, BMI has a theme song bonus for qualifying network themes. Additional monies are also added from the general licensing area.

Depending on all of these factors, significant payment differences can and do occur in any split work situation.

**Additional Areas of Royalty Differences:**

• While the most significant areas of differences between the methods used by ASCAP and BMI are in radio and television, the PROs similarly use different payment methodologies for many other performance categories, such as live concerts and sporting events. Co-writers for split works can expect disparate payments for these uses as well based on membership or affiliation with ASCAP or BMI.

Television royalties represent the most complex area of ASCAP and BMI royalty computations and payments. Specific royalties for any type of performance- whether visual vocals, background music/score, theme songs, jingles, commercials using hit songs, promos,
logos, symphonic/classical music, copyrighted arrangements of public domain works etc.-
involves many factors including the size of the license fees received from each audiovisual media
licensee, the type of use, the time of day of the performance, the audience measurement of
people watching the show, the duration of the use, the past performance history of the
composition being used, Nielsen ratings, number of airings in a quarter, multiple uses in the
same show, the payment schedule in effect at the time of the performance, applicable
bonus/rewards for success provisions, among others. Due to these significantly different royalty
calculations based on a number of different factors, royalties paid to writers or publishers of a
split work often differ substantially based on their membership or affiliation with ASCAP or
BMI.

**ASCAP and BMI Organizational Differences**

**Agreements**

When choosing a PRO, a writer must also consider the ASCAP and BMI membership
and affiliation agreements, which present a number of differences. For example, ASCAP
member agreements are able to be terminated annually with automatic annual renewals, but
members do not negotiate the basic agreement. BMI, however, requires its affiliates to enter into
two year writer and five year publisher standard agreements, which automatically renew for two
and five years, respectively, if effective termination notices are not sent. Unlike the ASCAP
agreement, certain terms of the basic BMI agreement are negotiable.

Both ASCAP and BMI have different withdrawal of works provisions. “Licenses in
effect” applies to all ASCAP removal requests, meaning that works owned or controlled by
members terminating their ASCAP membership will continue to be licensed by ASCAP to
licensees under any license that is currently in effect until the license term has expired. At BMI,
many older contracts do not have “licenses in effect” provisions. Further, in cases where a BMI
writer switches to ASCAP and attempts to remove works from BMI, ASCAP will not claim nor
pay on the writer share of the work unless the corresponding BMI publisher share is also
effectively removed from BMI.

**Payment Plans**

ASCAP writers have a choice of two different distribution plans, “Current Performance"
or “Average Performance” (previously known as the Four Funds System), for the quarterly
payment of their royalties.

The Current Performance allows a writer to receive the full amount of performance
royalties earned each quarter. The Averaged Performance plan, on the other hand, bases 80% of
a writer’s quarterly payment on five and ten year averages of the writer’s catalogue, with only
20% of each distribution based on the most recent quarter of performances- in short, a quasi
averaging of income plan.
The type of payment plan that a writer chooses has a substantial effect on the amount of royalties he receives both short term and long term. In any split work situation, it would be impossible for BMI, which offers no such Average Performance-type plan, to compensate the ASCAP Averaged Performance writer in a 100% licensing situation.

**Conclusion**

Since 1939, writers and publishers have had a licensing choice as to which PRO is best for them. Writers and publishers join ASCAP or affiliate with BMI based on many factors described above. The primary considerations have always been about which PRO will license a writer's creative works most effectively and pay the best compensation in the both the long and short term.

Throughout my thirty-seven year career at ASCAP, no writer or publisher, in my experience, ever believed that ASCAP was licensing more than its individual share of a composition. In every instance of a split work, all writers and publishers understood that ASCAP would license and pay for their share of a work with BMI licensing and paying for their writer and publisher share of the split work. No writer was ever told that ASCAP was licensing and paying on the full work nor are there any examples of ASCAP paying the non-member shares. Even in situations where the writer was not affiliated with BMI and wanted to join ASCAP, ASCAP could not account to the writer if the work had already been placed with a BMI publisher.

In licensing negotiations with users, PROs, in my experience, base their negotiations on their percentage shares of compositions- their market share of all performances in a given media. There have been many instances in the past where, based on the argument that they could license 100% of any work for which they controlled a fractional share, ASCAP and BMI could both claim they have 90% or 100% of a major popularity chart; however, no user would take such a claim seriously and would never negotiate a licensing deal on such a basis. ASCAP, BMI, and the user community have always operated on the understanding that licensing negotiations involve only the shares controlled by each organization's writers and publishers.

Given their history of only licensing for their own fractional shares, requiring ASCAP and BMI to account to the other PRO's writer and publisher in a split work situation would be impossible, based on the way royalty payments are calculated and the different ways each writer and publisher may elect to receive such payments. Further, even if a system of payment could be devised, such a change to the existing licensing procedures would completely undermine writers' and publishers' rights to make a meaningful choice as to which PRO to affiliate with or join, as they would be forced to allow a different PRO, with which, in most cases, they had no pre-existing relationship, to apply their royalty calculations and payment plans and license works on their behalf. Such a scenario would undoubtedly lead to a barrage of audits and litigation in addition to causing uncertainty about the status of writers and publishers who have taken advances, bank loans, or guarantee deals which are recoupable from PRO earnings. Each of
these financial agreements has been negotiated based on specific projections and applicable
distribution rules of a particular PRO.

For the many reasons discussed above, all of which illustrate that substantial differences
between ASCAP and BMI and the existing licensing practices, requiring ASCAP and BMI to
license 100% of any split work would remove any ability of songwriters and publishers to
choose which PRO best fits their specific needs in addition to creating a flood of new issues
regarding how payments will be made by PROs to writers and publishers who belong to a
different PRO. Such a determination would result in a profoundly disruptive and negative
impact on the music industry, and I urge the Department of Justice to clarify that 100% licensing
is not required by the PROs.

Respectfully submitted,

Todd Brabec
toddbrabec@gmail.com